ABSTRACT. The aim of the paper is to prove the completeness theorem for singular biprobability models. This also solves Keisler's Problem 5.4 in the singular case (see [3] ). The case of absolute continuity is considered in [6] .
21= ÍA,Ri,Cj)ici¿€j is a classical structure without operations and pi,p2 are types of probability measures such that pi is singular with respect to p2, i.e. pi A p2.
The quantifiers are interpreted in the natural way i.e.
(2t,pi,p2)N(Pix >r)<p(ï) iffp[n){x*GA":(2t,pi,/i2)h^(x)}>r for i = 1,2. (The measure p¡n' is the restriction of the completion of p" to the cr-algebra generated by the measurable rectangles and the diagonal sets { x G An:xt=xA.) Axioms and rules of inference are those of LAp, as listed in [1] in conjunction with the axiom B4 from [3] with the remark that both Pi and P2 can play the role of P, together with the following axioms: Axioms of continuity. (Ptx = 0)((Piy > 0)(x == y) A (P2t/ > 0)(x = y)), i = 1,2.
In order to prove the main result, let us introduce two sorts of auxiliary models. DEFINITION, (i) A weak structure for Lp1p2A is a structure (21, p",i)n>i,i=i,2 (shortly (21, pn,i)) such that each pn,i is a finitely additive probability measure on A" with each singleton measurable and the set { b G A": (21, p"i¿) 1= <p[a, b)} is /¿".¿-measurable for each <p(x, y) G Lp^p2A and a G Am.
(ii) A middle structure for Lplp2A is a weak structure (21,pn,t) such that the following is true:
There is a set B Ç A such that pi(B) = 0 and p2(-B) = 1-
In both cases the concept of satisfaction is defined in a natural way.
LEMMA 1. A theory T of LplpïA is consistent if and only if it has a weak model
in which each theorem of Lp^p2A is true.
The proof involves the Henkin construction similar to that in [1] . In order to prove the next lemma, we use the following Los-Marczewski theorem.
THEOREM l (SEE [4] , [5] ). Let C be a field of subsets of a set fi. Let p be a finitely additive probability measure on C. Let A Ç fi be such that A £ C. Let 7iC,A) be the smallest field on fi containing C and A. Then there exists a finitely additive probability measure fi on 7ÍC,A) which is an extension of p. So, PeiU) -1 or in precise notation (pi,i)e(f^) = 1.
Similarly it can be shown that (pi,2)e(£^c) = 1.
Hence by Theorem 1, measures piti and pi,2 can be extended so that pi,i Ç pi,i, Pi,2 Q fii,2 and pi,i ±pi,2. The proof of the lemma makes use of Loeb-Hoover-Keisler construction (see [3]) and Lemma 2.
Theorem 2 (Completeness theorem for LPiP2A logic), a theory t of Lp,p2A is consistent if and only ifT has a singular biprobability model.
The proof follows easily from Lemmas 1, 2 and 3.
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